Welcome!

• Welcome to the Clarendon College Vera Dial Dickey Library’s Online Guide. Information Literacy is the key to lifelong Learning and success. This tutorial is designed to provide a self-paced learning experience to help you succeed in your research assignments.
Welcome to the library homepage. Click on Databases then TexShare to begin your search of the databases. TexShare can also be found in the right column of the CC Online Catalog.
TexShare

- TexShare provides full-text articles from encyclopedias, almanacs, journals, and newspapers. The database include a wide range of topics as well.
TexShare: EBSCO

- Scroll down and click on EBSCO Academic Search Complete.
- Search the word “Texting”
There are thousands of results for “texting”.

Let’s narrow by clicking the following:
- Full Text
- Publication Date
- Pick a Source type
TexShare: EBSCO

- Now click on the title of the article you want to open.
- The article will open up to the Detailed Record
- Click on Full Text
TexShare: EBSCO

• You have many thing you can do within a HTML Text.
• Translate
• Print
• E-mail
• Listen
• Download
• And More
TexShare: EBSCO

- Click on Cite to get the Citation needed for research papers. You may have to scroll down to find style needed.
TexShare: EBSCO

• Now let look at the PDF Full text of the same article.
• The PDF version will appear the same as the print article.
• You have some of the same options available in the PDF version.
Explore the Databases

• Many of the databases have their own short video and PowerPoint. Click Help at the top.

• TexShare has databases that cover a number of subjects.

• The databases may be set up differently but they generally work the same way.
Thank you for taking the time to go through the TexShare Database Guide.

REMEMBER your Library Staffs is here to help you with anything you need, just let us know.